GoDIRECT™ FLIGHT SERVICES

Your all-in-one solution for flight planning & support

FLIGHT PLANNING
- Access flight scheduling services with one log-in
- Develop great flight plans in minutes
- Align flight plan to the mission – save fuel & time
- Enjoy white-glove trip-planning services
- Improve safety and efficiency with flight following
- Stay on schedule with real-time route monitoring
- Collaborate with experienced flight sentinel team
- Achieve 95% EuroControl Acceptance
- Create flight plans, download trip kits & more
- Find vital information when you need it
- Download Jeppesen charts
- Save time & reduce pilot workload

FLIGHT SENTINEL

DATA LINK
Compatible with Third Party Flight Plans and integrated with many vendors
- Leverage 30+ years of datalink experience
- Relay messages anywhere in the world
- Access robust ACARS data-communications
- Pre-Departure Clearance via text reducing the chance for errors
- Tailored plans to meet a variety of operational needs
- 24/7/365 access to qualified aviation and dispatch staff via phone, email, text, datalink message or fax

SUPPORT
Talk to experienced staff 24/7/365

To learn more please contact your Honeywell sales representative or call 1-888-634-3330 or email godirectsales@honeywell.com